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Page 13 : Why Jet’s fall isn’t good news for rivals
Context: 
Ø The temporary shutdown of Jet Airways may have enabled other airlines to raise their fares because of 

the gap in demand and capacity.
Ø But uncertainty surrounding Jet Airways' fate is no cause for celebration for its competitors and poses 

several challenges.
Details: 
Ø The Ministry of Civil Aviation announced that a slot allocation committee comprising the Airports 

Authority of India, airport operators and airlines, will re-distribute Jet Airways' 440 slots at two of the 
busiest airports (Delhi and Mumbai) for a period of three months.

Ø As Jet Airways began to cancel its flights, competitors like SpiceJet, IndiGo, Vistara and GoAir 
announced as many as 100 new flights from Delhi and Mumbai. 

Ø Around 60% of traffic has a metro city at one end. But most of these metros like Mumbai, Delhi, 
Bengaluru, Hyderabad and Chennai either don’t have any slots available or have exhausted those that 
generate higher revenue for airlines. 

Ø So, Jet Airways’ slots represent a significant value for airlines acquiring them. But their temporariness 
means airlines will not be able to sell this beyond three months, impacting their cash flow. 

Ø Moreover, if Jet Airways is returned these slots, the airlines will have to re-deploy their planes on non-
metro routes, says ex-head of strategy at GoAir. 



Govt. making a mess
Ø The government is weaving something that will be messy to get out of. It is either indulging in double-

speak or figuring things out as we go, because whoever pumps money into Jet Airways would want to 
start selling tickets immediately but will not be able to do so without available slots.

Ø The re-allocation of the airline’s slots was necessitated due to a mismatch in passenger demand and 
available flights, caused due to the grounding of the third-largest airline in the country by fleet size. 

Ø According to ICRA, the gap led to a 30-40% increase in airfares as compared to September 2018. This 
forced the government to step in.

Ø By March end, an airline with a fleet size of 123 aircraft was left with merely 35 aircraft. With airfares 
spiralling out of control, the growth in domestic passenger trips, among the fastest globally, flattened out, 
recording a mere 0.14% rise. 

Ø This was a sharp fall from double-digit growth figures over the past five years.
Ø Combined with the grounding of 12 of SpiceJet’s Boeing 737 MAX 8 after the Ethiopian Airlines crash, 

the domestic aviation market saw 135 of the nearly 670 aircraft going kaput, i.e. a 20% fall in seats 
available for passengers. 

Ø While a rise in airfares is good news for airlines that are constantly under-cutting themselves in a 
fiercely-competitive market, industry watchers say that in the long term, higher airfares can drive 
passengers away from air travel.



Spike in input costs
Ø Apart from staring at the prospect of losing customers to other modes of transport, airlines could also see 

a spike in input costs as vendors of Jet Airways readjust their margins to make up for lost revenue. 
Ø Additionally, various carriers like IndiGo, SpiceJet and Vistara may be forced to tweak their plans to 

introduce new international routes as they see an opportunity to capture the domestic market.
Ø But what has steered the downfall of Jet Airways and why are most airlines seeing a slump in their 

profits?
Ø A former consultant at Deloitte blames the tendency of airlines to snatch passengers away from 

competitors by wooing them with ultra-low airfares. The airlines have behaved very poorly in terms of 
under-cutting airfares. 

Ø So, when the going was good and crude oil prices were low, they were fine, but when costs went up, they 
began to realise their mistakes. They are literally living on thin margins. Instead of wooing passengers 
with rock bottom fares, they need to manage their cost structures.



Page 13 : Hospitality sector set for boom after a decade’s lull
Context: 
Ø After a decade, the Indian hospitality sector seems to be heading towards a boom.
Details: 
Ø The ongoing general elections could dampen some of the sector’s otherwise upbeat performance in 2019. 

However, the tide is set to change as market sentiment can recover with the aid of a stable government, 
post the elections, to support the required economic growth, said president (South Asia), HVS Anarock.

Ø Banking on this important factor and considering limited new supply in 2020, the hotel industry can 
record its highest-ever recorded occupancy and is expected to outpace 2006, which was a superlative 
year for the hotel industry.

Ø Gross Operating Profit margins of hospitality firms are likely to improve 8% and supply is expected to 
grow 4%, compared to a demand of 7%, HVS Anarock said.

Ø In 2018, the average room rate grew 6.25% and for the first time in many years, the industry-wide ADRs 
in 2018 grew at a rate faster than the long-term inflation rate of 4.5%, suggesting that the sector is on a 
steady path of recovery. 

Ø In the last two years, hotel supply grew by 3.7% and 3.5% respectively, while demand grew by 7% and 
6.8% respectively, as per HVS Anarock data.



Rebranding for future
Ø Rebranding of hotels is expected to continue, as in 2018. That year, several properties were rebranded 

after dissatisfied owners migrated to a new operator. 
Ø The significant jump in 2018 and 2017 hotel openings over 2016 was partly a result of rebranding, the 

most notable being the migration of a 14-hotel portfolio with 2,000 rooms by SAMHI Hotels to Holiday 
Inn Express. 

Ø Rebranded openings accounted for 24% of the openings in 2018, the report said.



Page 13: Public sector banks’ long-term strategy on Jan Dhan begins to pay off
Context: 
Ø Public sector banks stand to earn as much as ₹5,000 crore due to the increasing quantum of deposits 

placed in Jan Dhan accounts, and can vastly monetise this resource once they start implementing 
advanced analytics and begin lending to these customers.

Details: 
Ø Over the last three years, the number of Jan Dhan beneficiaries has risen from 22 crore to 35 crore, as of 

April 10, 2019. This represents a growth of nearly 60% over the three years. 
Ø The growth in the number of accounts has been pretty steady over the last three years, with the 

demonetisation year of 2016-17 seeing the fastest growth of about 27%, which then subsequently slowed 
to a nevertheless robust 10% in 2017-18 and 12% in 2018-19.

Ø Deposits, however, have seen a much stronger growth rate over this period. The total quantum of 
deposits in Jan Dhan accounts has grown from a little more than ₹36,000 crore in April 2016 to ₹98,400 
crore in April 2019, a growth of more than 2.5 times.

Ø Demonetisation, as expected, resulted in a rapid increase in the quantum of deposits soon after the 
announcement. Deposits surged 66% from about ₹44,500 crore in mid-October 2016 to ₹74,000 crore by 
mid-December 2016.

Ø To put this in perspective, the growth in the same two-month period of the subsequent year was just 
4.6%. Deposit levels declined over the next five months to fall to as low as ₹64,500 by June 2017 but 
have been consistently growing since then.



Rising balances
Ø The story is how average balances are consistently rising, senior partner and leader of the Asia Pacific 

Financial Institutions Practice said.
Ø A balance of about ₹1 lakh crore is equal to a revenue of ₹3,000 crore and maybe up to ₹4,000-₹5,000 

crore made by the banks with these accounts. With that amount of revenue, the banking system can start 
making it a break-even business, and if they start lending on top of it, it can really become viable.

Ø This is one of those stories where the public sector, because of its ownership, can take a longer-term view 
while the private sector has a shorter horizon.

Ø This is a view taken by industry players as well, who say that the business of opening and maintaining 
Jan Dhan accounts must be viewed in the long-term and must also be taken in combination with other 
activities that see the opening of bank accounts for the poorer sections of society.

Ø Under that programme, we opened the accounts of marginal sections of society, predominantly women. 
These provide banking services to similar sections of society that are targeted by Jan Dhan.

Ø The data also shows two distinct trends in the Jan Dhan accounts. The first is that the public sector banks 
make up an overwhelming 72.5% of the total number of Jan Dhan accounts, and 89.5% of total deposits. 
The bulk of the rest are made up by regional rural banks. 

Ø Private sector banks make up only 3.3% of the accounts and 3.9% of the deposits.
Ø For any bank account, the bank has to incur some expenses on opening and maintaining it regardless of 

whether there is any balance in the account or not. That’s why Jan Dhan accounts are compulsory for the 
government-owned banks, but they have not made it compulsory for the private sector banks.



Page 14 : Caution, FMPs too can go astray
Ø Even FMPs that promise to maintain high quality portfolios aren’t immune to default risks
Ø FMPs can expose you to higher risks than open-end debt schemes.
Ø Recently, investors in Fixed Maturity Plans (FMPs) of two fund houses were told that they may need to 

be a little flexible about receiving their maturity proceeds.
Ø Kotak Mutual Fund redeemed its FMPs series 127 and 183 on maturity date, paying back capital while 

deferring part of the returns to a later date, citing a delay in realisation of debt from the Essel group. 
Ø It also informed its investors about four other FMPs with exposures to the Essel group and the troubled 

IL&FS Transportation Networks.
Ø HDFC Mutual Fund sought investors’ consent for extending the term of its 2016 FMP series 1168D by 

another 380 days and told them that it could either defer returns or seek a roll-over for other FMPs due 
later. 

Ø Its note details 22 other FMPs that feature exposures to the Essel group. In all, over 50 FMPs from seven 
fund houses due to mature between 2019 and 2021 feature Essel exposures that expose them to similar 
risks.

How they work
Ø To investors who are used to parking money in FMPs, the idea that these funds can postpone repayments 

or deliver poor returns may come as quite a shocker. FMPs in the market have delivered returns of 
between 7% and 9.5% in the last five years.

Ø Over the past decade, FMPs have become an investment staple for investors seeking to avoid the high 
taxes on bank deposit interest and the rate risks of open-end debt funds.



Ø If interest rates in the economy rise after you invest in an open-end debt fund, you may end up taking a 
capital loss because of the fall in bond prices. FMPs neatly sidestep this risk by exactly matching the 
maturity date of the bonds they hold with the scheme’s maturity date. 

Ø While some FMPs play it safe by sticking to AAA or A1 rated corporate bonds, others go in for AA or A 
rated bonds to bump up their yields.

Ø FMPs are also bought for their tax advantages compared to bank deposits. If held for three years or more, 
returns on FMPs are taxed as long-term capital gains at 20% with indexation benefits. 

Ø FMPs with terms of just over 365 days, launched at the fag-end of each financial year also earn you the 
famous double indexation benefits, where you get to adjust your cost for an extra year. 

Ø The brewing FMP crisis is a reminder to investors that while FMPs may avoid interest rate risks, they do 
take on credit risks on corporate bonds that can sometimes backfire.

Lessons from the fiasco
Ø The FMP crisis highlights three hitherto hidden risks in this product for investors. 
Ø One, even FMPs that promise to maintain high-quality portfolios with AAA or A1 rated instruments 

aren’t immune to default risks. The IL&FS default has shown that even AAA or A1 ratings from Indian 
rating agencies can be fallible. 

Ø Therefore, while you can check the offer documents and invest in FMPs that promise only AAA or AA-
rated investments, that doesn’t completely insulate you against credit risks.



Ø Two, FMPs can expose you to higher risks than open-end debt schemes by owning concentrated 
exposures in corporate bonds. The crisis-ridden FMPs have invested 10-20% of their portfolios in 
various Essel group entities, while open-end credit risk funds restricted their weights in the risky 
securities to 1-6%.

Ø Three, since they are close-ended and attract more retail than institutional investors, there is less scrutiny 
into the investing decisions of FMPs than into open-end funds. In open end-debt funds, institutional 
investors tend to protest risky exposures by exiting the fund, a facility which close-ended FMPs don’t 
allow.

Ø All these are reasons for avoiding FMPs as a class. However, it is a lesson for investors to stop thinking 
of FMPs as substitutes for bank deposits. Investors in ongoing FMPs must immediately check the 
portfolios of their schemes and watch out for any email communication from their fund houses on 
troubled bonds. 

Ø Rolling over the fund, if given the choice, is your best bet though you may have to wait longer for your 
money.



Page 14 : Time ripe to invest in small savings
Ø Small savings schemes can be variable or fixed rate products.
Ø For last 2 quarters, rates on most schemes left untouched.
Ø Small savings schemes rates are more attractive than many fixed income options.
Ø Safe and rewarding — small savings schemes offered by the post office, and by some banks can make 

for a neat fit in your fixed income portfolio. 
Ø With government backing, these schemes are as safe as they get. Given their no-risk profile, the interest 

rates offered by many of these schemes are very attractive — higher than what most banks offer on fixed 
deposits. 

Ø Besides, many of these schemes enjoy tax breaks that pegs up their effective returns sharply.
Pending cuts?
Ø From April 2016, interest rates on small savings schemes are being reset on a quarterly basis. The idea is 

to align the rates on these schemes with those on government securities (G-Secs). 
Ø So, as G-Sec rates move up or down, the rates on small savings schemes are also supposed to move up 

and down every quarter.
Ø But in practice, the quarterly reset mechanism is not always implemented, especially when G-Sec rates 

are on the decline. 
Ø For two quarters in a row (January to March 2019, and the recent April to June 2019), the rates on most 

small savings schemes have been left untouched, despite a significant decline in G-Sec rates. 



Ø As a result, the rates on small savings schemes today are very attractive compared with many fixed 
income options. 

Ø For instance, the interest rate on the Senior Citizen Savings Scheme (SCSS) is 8.7%, the Sukanya 
Samriddhi Yojana (SSY) gets 8.5%, while the PPF and the NSC both earn 8%. With tax breaks the 
effective returns are much higher.

Ø Going by its recent statements, the RBI may continue with its policy rate cuts, which could also reflect 
on the G-Sec rates and eventually on the rates on small savings schemes.

Ø Even if the RBI does not cut rates further, the Centre may still choose to moderate rates on small savings 
schemes to make up for the pending cuts. So, it makes sense to lock into high rates now, rather than wait 
and run the risk of settling for lower rates. 

Ø Small savings schemes can be variable rate or fixed rate products. The popular PPF and the girl-child 
oriented SSY are variable rate products in which rates applicable on the investment keep changing 
throughout the tenure. 

Ø So, new rates announced for each quarter will apply to the accumulated corpus until then. Ergo: it will 
not really help to rush into investments in these schemes just to take advantage of higher rates now.

Ø But in fixed rate products, the rate at the start of the investment stays until maturity. New rates 
announced each quarter will apply only to investments made in the quarter and will hold till their 
maturity. 

Ø This category comprises the NSC, SCSS, Kisan Vikas Patra (KVP), Post office monthly income scheme 
(POMIS) and Post office time and recurring deposits.
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Page 14 : A tool to measure return
Context: 
Ø While deciding whether to invest in a financial instrument such as a mutual fund or a stock, there are 

multiple ways to gauge how that instrument has performed over time. There are, however, pitfalls and 
benefits to each method. 

Ø Here’s a look at the two most common methods: the Compounded Annual Growth Rate and the Average 
Annual Growth Rate.

What is the Compounded Annual Growth Rate?
Ø In easy terms, the CAGR is the yearly smoothened growth rate of an investment after a given interval, 

say, two years. This is different from the average annual growth rate that investment might have seen 
over the two years.

Ø The following example should explain the difference. Say you have invested ₹1,000 in 2014, which then 
grew 200% in the first year to ₹3,000 in 2015, but then corrected to ₹1,500 in the second year.

Ø The average annual growth rate over this period would be 75%, which is the average of 200% growth in 
the first year and a 50% contraction in the second. 

Ø However, a 75% annual growth rate would have yielded a return of ₹3,062.5 at the end of the second 
year, which is not what happened.



How does CAGR work?
Ø To arrive at a more realistic growth rate to explain what happened, we use the compound annual growth 

rate, which basically smoothens out the average growth per year over the period under consideration.
Ø So, in this example, the CAGR would be 22.47%. This number shows how much ₹1,000 would have to 

grow every year to reach ₹1,500 by the end of the second year.
What are the benefits and pitfalls of CAGR?
Ø From the example the main benefit of CAGR is clear: it provides a more accurate rate of growth that can 

help investors arrive at a more informed decision about their investment. 
Ø On the other hand, CAGR does not provide information about how the investment has performed within 

that time period.
Ø In the example above, the investment saw strong growth in the first year, but a loss in the second. This 

distinction is lost when looking at CAGR. Investors must keep this in mind. 
Ø The smoothening effect of CAGR can also lead investors into equating two stocks even though their 

performance is quite different. 
Ø Say, for example, there is a second investment you have made of ₹1,000, but this one contracted 50% in 

the first year to ₹500, but then grew 200% in the second year to ₹1,500. 
Ø The CAGR for this example and the one above is the same, but their performances and outlook could be 

vastly different.



What is needed to calculate CAGR?
Ø Calculating CAGR requires three pieces of information: start value of the investment, end value, and 

number of periods under consideration.



Page 1 : No Bank of Maharashtra loans for drought-hit farmers
Context: 
Ø In an unusual move, a state-run lender, Bank of Maharashtra, has decided not to extend loans in eight 

zones in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh that include Aurangabad, Latur, Akola, and Amravati, which 
are hit by drought.

Details: 
Ø The bank cited high bad loans from agricultural advances in the branches of these zones for the decision. 

The other zones are Solapur and Jalgaon in Maharashtra and Bhopal and Jabalpur in Madhya Pradesh.
Ø The present condition of agriculture is pathetic, wherein gross NPAs under agriculture stood at 18.36%, 

the bank said. The bank had seen fresh slippages of ₹1,300 crore during 2018-19 from agriculture loans.
Ø It is observed that eight zones/its branches are having high percentage of agri NPAs which are identified 

for curative action on NPA management, the bank said.
Remedial action
Ø The remedial action, as suggested by the top management, says, Branches having NPAs > 15% shall not 

sanction new/enhancement proposals under agriculture.
Ø The bank has said genuine cases of existing borrowers with good track record or new clients should be 

tapped by these branches and recommended to the next authority for sanctioning.
Ø Advances to the agricultural sector come under priority sector lending.



Page 4 : Karnataka’s Ishad mango is becoming rare
Context: 
Ø A local mango variety called Ishad, the pulp of which has been extracted for over a century for making 

value-added products, is facing the threat of becoming rare in its homeland, Ankola in the Uttara 
Kannada district, thanks to competition from hybrid varieties.

Details: 
Ø But hopes for its revival are not completely lost as a cooperative society, in this coastal town, continues 

to extract and market its pulp under the brand name Oriental (Ishad Mango Pulp), although in small 
quantities.

Ø Extraction and marketing of Ishad mango pulp has an interesting background, an environmentalist said . 
Ø Oriental Canneries and Industries set up a unit in Ankola in 1908 to extract pulp from Ishad for making 

value-added products. The then Bombay government supported it by supplying wood. 
Ø The pulp, which was also being exported, was being marketed by the then Bombay-based Company. An 

old marketing brochure printed at the Basel Mission, Mangaluru, says that the pulp was used for making 
juice, syrup, salad and ice cream. 

Ø According to the brochure, the pulp could be an ingredient in preparing 48 recipes, and was being used 
in the United States, Australia and Sri Lanka.



Drop in production
Ø The production of pulp dropped from 20,000 tins a year a decade ago to between 10,000 to 12,000 tins 

now, owing to shortage of mangoes, as the trees are becoming rare. Each tin weighs 850 grams.
Ø The mango, harvested from mid-May, has a short shelf life of not more than two or three days. But its 

pulp lasts more than a year. The main demand for the pulp is from Mumbai and Hubballi.
Ø The mango has two variants — Kari Ishad, which has thin skin, more pulp and is sweeter, and Bili Ishad, 

which has thick skin and has less pulp and sweetness.



Page 5 : State doubles advertising expenses in election year
Context: 
Ø With the general elections on cards, Maharashtra government doubled its expenditure on advertising on 

various platforms, a Right to Information application has revealed.
Details: 
Ø Activist had sought to know the amount spent by the government’s Directorate General of Information 

and Public Relations (DGIPR) on publicity in magazines, televisions channels and newspapers from 
financial year 2015-16 to 2018-19.

Ø As per the information, the DGIPR had spent ₹ 22.51 crore in fiscal 2017-18 on all three formats. The 
expenditure more than doubled to ₹47.40 crore in 2018-19. 

Ø As per the break-up, ₹17.09 crore was spent on publicity in magazines, ₹9.56 crore on newspapers and 
₹20.74 crore on television advertisements.

Ø This is the time authorities need to regulate the advertising expenses made at the cost of taxpayers’ 
money. This will ensure that political parties do not take undue advantage of being in power in the 
election year and advertise their achievements with pictures of the Chief Minister or the Prime Minister.

Ø Activist had sought identical information from the Central government on March 11, but no material was 
provided to him within the statutory 30 days.

Ø In 2017-18, the State spent ₹8.56 crore, ₹3.66 crore and ₹10.29 crore on advertising for television, 
newspapers and magazines, respectively. 



Page 7 : New MBBS syllabus to roll out in August
Context: 
Ø This August, undergraduate medical students across India will come into class to study a syllabus that 

has been revised after over two decades. 
Ø Touted as a unique curriculum patented by the Medical Council of India (MCI), this living document, 

which means that it is open to review and revision as required, is currently in its final lap of preparation 
before it is implemented.

Details: 
Ø Hectic preparation is on with the core group of 40,000 medical teachers — previously trained by the 

MCI — ensuring the last group training for teachers in individual colleges. This is a massive exercise, 
said an MCI official.

Ø The group has been trained to teach the new components, including ethics, clinical exposure, inter-
department co-ordination (teaching the same topic simultaneously), skill enhancement modules and a 
new foundation bridge course for graduates. 

Ø Teachers also have to be alert to the annual revision, which will include changing laws, new diseases, 
discoveries and updated research information.

Ø But not all teachers are happy with the updated syllabus, pointing to several critical omissions.



Ø Disability competencies for health professionals are missing from the document. The importance of 
empathetic non-verbal communication and unique medical problems associated with patients with 
disabilities has to be part of the new syllabus. 

Outdated, dangerous
Ø Having an outdated medical curriculum is not just dangerous and life-threatening but also illegal when it 

doesn’t conform to the legislation and judicial orders of the land. The new syllabus was gender-sensitive.
Ø Recently, the World Health Organization (WHO) changed the term Gender Identity Disorder (GID) to 

Gender Incongruence, and removed it from the list of mental disorders, but This hasn’t been catered to in 
this new syllabus. 

Ø Similarly, the American Psychiatric Association has also discarded GID and adopted Gender Dysphoria. 
Why then is the MCI still stuck with GID is baffling.

Ø The entire document doesn’t mention the word transgender even once, forget about including any other 
guidelines for transgender health. It still has in the curriculum, under the heading of sexual offences. 

Ø Transvestism is described as sexual perversion. All this when Section 377 regarding unnatural sexual 
offences and Section 497 regarding adultery have been termed unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.



Page 7 : SC: filthy language not criminal intimidation
Context: 
Ø Abusing a person with filthy language alone does not constitute the offence of criminal intimidation, the 

Supreme Court has held.
Details: 
Ø The threat must be with intention to cause alarm to the complainant to cause that person to do or omit to 

do any work. 
Ø Mere expression of any words without any intention to cause alarm would not be sufficient to bring in 

the application of this section, a Bench of the SC said.
Ø Justice observed that the intentional insult must be of such a degree that it should provoke a person to 

break the public peace or commit any other offence.



Page 7 : Pre-monsoon rainfall sees 27% dip: IMD
Ø Pre-monsoon rainfall from March to April, a phenomenon critical to agriculture in some parts of the 

country, has recorded 27% deficiency, according to the India Meteorological Department (IMD).
Ø The IMD recorded 43.3 millimetres of rainfall across the country from March 1 to April 24 as against the 

normal precipitation of 59.6 millimetres. This was 27% less than the Long Period Average (LPA) in the 
same period.

Ø The highest deficiency of 38% was recorded in Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, Jammu and 
Kashmir, Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh.

Ø This was followed by a deficiency of 31% in the Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh & 
Telangana, Puducherry, Goa and coastal Maharashtra.



Page 7 : Protect rights of accused in sexual abuse cases
Context: 
Ø A petition has been filed in the Supreme Court to frame guidelines to protect the reputation and dignity 

of persons accused of sexual offences.
Details: 
Ø The petition, filed by the Youth Bar Association of India, said a person was considered innocent unless 

proven guilty by a court of law. If a person was falsely accused, his reputation would be lost forever and 
exposed to public ridicule for no fault of his. 

Ø This would be a violation of the fundamental right to life enshrined under Article 21 of the 
Constitution. It does not only destroy an individual’s life but also creates a social stigma for the family 
members too. 

Ø Disclosure of his identity, especially during trial, would lead to media trial. Besides, considering the wide 
reach of social media, the person’s name and even that of his family, which might include minors, would 
be exposed on the Internet. This would be a violation of their fundamental right to privacy. 

Ø In present times, where people are in a virtual world, the reputation and integrity of a person is always an 
easy target to destroy, the petition said.

Ø The petition said it would be tragic that the person, even after being found innocent, would continue to 
be known as a suspected sex offender on social media because once his identity entered the public 
domain it would become searchable and permanent. 



Page 7 : Cyclone Fani won’t hit Tamil Nadu coast: meteorological department
Ø Cyclone Fani will not hit the Tamil Nadu coast, said officials of the Indian Meteorological Department 

on Sunday.
Ø As far as Chennai is concerned, the residents may get minor respite from the heat as there could be some 

mild showers for a day or two this week. The sky will remain partly cloudy.
Ø The cyclone may get as close as 300 km off the Tamil Nadu coast on April 30 and after that, there may 

occur a change of direction too, officials said.
Ø Cyclone Fani is likely to turn into a severe cyclonic storm. This may develop into an extremely severe 

cyclone storm.
Ø Fishermen are advised not to venture into the sea from April 29 to May 1. Also, fishermen in deep sea 

have been asked to return at the earliest.



Page 9 : Biodiversity in the Red



Page 12 : Corridor linking India, Myanmar no longer under BRI framework
Context: 
Ø India’s decision to skip the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) may have led to the exclusion of the 

Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) economic corridor from the list of projects covered by the 
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) umbrella.

Details: 
Ø In an annex tagged with the Joint Communiqué of the Leaders’ Roundtable of the BRF, the Chinese 

Foreign Ministry website has not listed the BCIM as a project covered by the BRI — the giant 
connectivity initiative speared by China to revive the ancient Silk Road across Eurasia and Africa.

Ø Instead, South Asia is covered by three major undertakings — the China-Myanmar Economic Corridor 
(CMEC); the Nepal-China Trans-Himalayan Multi-dimensional Connectivity Network, including Nepal-
China cross-border railway; and the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).

Ø India’s non-participation
Ø Citing sovereignty concerns, India, for the second time, did not participate in the BRF, as the CPEC 

passes through Pakistan occupied Kashmir (PoK).
Ø The 2,800-km BCIM corridor proposes to link Kunming in China’s Yunnan province with Kolkata, 

passing though nodes such as Mandalay in Myanmar and Dhaka in Bangladesh before heading to 
Kolkata.



Ø Significantly, a report titled, The Belt and Road Initiative Progress, Contributions and Prospects, released 
by the Leading Group for Promoting the Belt and Road Initiative on April 22, did list the BCIM as a BRI 
project. 

Ø Last September, the BRI had got a high-octane boost when Myanmar inked an agreement with China to 
establish the CMEC. The 1,700-km corridor provides China yet another node to access the Indian Ocean.

Ø The CMEC will run from Yunnan Province of China to Mandalay in Central Myanmar. From there it will 
head towards Yangon, before terminating at the Kyaukpyu Special Economic Zone (SEZ) in the Bay of 
Bengal.



Page 18 : Lego Braille bricks may give blind literacy a needed lift
Context: 
Ø A new effort is under way to help blind and visually impaired children more naturally learn to read 

Braille, a system based on different configurations of six small, raised dots that blind people read with 
their fingertips. And it is coming in the form of a favorite childhood toy: Lego bricks.

Details: 
Ø This week, the Lego Foundation, which is funded by the Lego Group, the Danish toy company that 

makes the blocks, announced a new project that will repurpose the usual knobs atop the bricks as Braille 
dots. 

Ø And because the blocks will also be stamped with the corresponding written letter, number or 
punctuation symbol, they can be played with by blind and sighted children alike.

Ø The project, called Lego Braille Bricks, is in a pilot phase and is expected to be released in partnership 
with schools and associations for the blind in 2020.

Ø When they get Lego in their hands, it’s intuitive for them.
Learning through play
Ø They learn Braille almost without noticing that they are learning. It is really a learning-through-play 

approach.



Ø Advocates say the product could transform reading for blind and visually impaired children, making the 
experience of learning Braille more inclusive and helping to combat what has been called a Braille 
literacy crisis.

Ø Though the research is limited, some estimates suggest that just 10 percent of blind children in the 
United States learn to read Braille, even though Braille literacy is associated with better job outcomes for 
adults. 

Ø In 2017, less than half of American adults with visual impairments were employed, according to a 
disability report by Cornell University.

Ø Braille, once widely taught in schools for the blind, has fallen by the wayside since the 1970s, when the 
law began requiring public schools to offer equal education to children with disabilities.

Ø Blind students were able to join their sighted peers in the classroom, but traditional schools, biased 
toward sight and facing a lack of specialised teachers, often pushed children with any sight at all to rely 
on magnified print.

Ø And an explosion of accessible technologies, including audiobooks, apps and screen readers, has 
strengthened reliance on audio, which advocates say cannot effectively teach critical skills like spelling 
and grammar, let alone complicated math.

Ø Audio can give you information, but it can’t give you literacy.
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